Digital Communications Intern (Unpaid)
Spring 2022
Reports to: Communications Manager
Hours: approximately 8-12 hours per week, flexible scheduling
Duration: Spring 2022
Location: Remote
Are you concerned about growing injustice in the United States? Are you moved by
your faith to stand with those facing threats to their basic human rights? As Digital
Communications Intern at Justice Revival, you will be communicating on behalf of a
leading Christian voice for human rights in the United States.
Justice Revival is a faith-based organization committed to inspiring,
educating, and mobilizing Christian communities to stand in solidarity with
the oppressed and defend the human rights of the vulnerable. We are a
dynamic, early phase nonprofit seeking an energetic, motivated volunteer Digital
Communications Intern. This is an opportunity to be part of building an
organization dedicated to amplifying a Christian voice for justice and human rights
in the United States.
We're looking for someone who is seeking to hone their skills in communications,
social media, basic graphic design and video editing, and website maintenance,
preferably in a nonprofit setting. You will play a vital role in growing Justice Revival’s
public presence and community building with our growing digital community. This
is a unique opportunity to sharpen your digital communications and professional
social media skills while helping raise awareness of the growing Christian support
for human rights in the U.S. You’ll be provided with on-the-job training and support
that will position you for professional growth and success in a future career. We are
dedicated to your personal and professional growth during this opportunity and
beyond.
Responsibilities (all with training, support, and oversight from supervisor):
●

Support implementation of social media strategy and increase Justice
Revival’s social media presence across channels including Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Schedule socials and web content using Later
Clip and edit videos for social media
Research and save trending reel audios
Pitch creative, engaging ideas for potential social media content
Develop communication assets; support graphic design using Canva
Design mass emails and newsletters in a CRM database (Bloomerang)
Maintain donor CRM database and analyze reports of donor engagement
Support live-tweeting events

Required Qualifications:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Ability to clearly articulate the mission and significance of Justice Revival
Social media savviness and fluency, particularly Instagram and/or Twitter
Skill or experience in one or more of the following areas: marketing,
communications, advocacy, brand management, public relations, nonprofit
fundraising, journalism, graphic design, professional social media
management
Excellent oral and written communication skills
Initiative, creativity, flexibility, and an entrepreneurial spirit
A contagious passion for our cause
Bonuses: experience with Instagram reels, video editing, advanced graphic
design

How to Apply
Contact applications@justicerevival.org
Please send us:
● your CV or resume
● a Cover Letter that illustrates why you would be a good fit for Justice Revival,
details of skills and experiences you would bring to the team, and a brief
statement of faith (if applicable)

